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PREAMBLE

The following report summarizes the work completed, filed 

or otherwise recorded over and in the vicinity of a group of 

mineral claims straddling Bryce and Robillard Townships in 

northeast Ontario (Fig. 1). It includes a consideration and 

presentation of the most recent survey results from therein. The 

objective of this compendium is to procure a perspective by which 

the potential worth of the property can be judged.
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INTRODUCTION

The claims area and environs have experienced a number of 

past investigations for mineral occurrence, principally for gold. 

Only relatively recently has systematic geophysics been applied 

to aid in the search.

Early work was mainly confined to prospecting, outcrop 

mapping, and trenching of any visible veins and/or sulphides. In 

particular, there is no evidence that diamond drilling has ever 

been carried out anywhere on the subject claims.
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GENERAL GEOLOGY

The property and its immediate surrounds are under]ain 

chiefly by mafic volcanics, these massive flows, sometimes 

pillowed sometimes amygdaloidal. They are intruded in the west 

by the tonalite of the Round Lake batholith. An amphibolite 

metamorphic zone occurs at the contact.

Outcrop in the area is relatively plentiful, the landform 

fairly rugged. As a consequence, the topographic depressions 

tend to be deeply in-filled with overburden materials.
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WORK PROGRAMMES, RECENT PAST

A. Within The Claims

a) Terry Gold Explorations Inc., 1981. Geologic

mapping, and magnetic, VLF and radiometric surveying 

were directed to 10 claims in the common corner of 

Truax, Robillard and Bryce Twps. The main lithology 

underlying is granite; volcanics appear only in the 

property SE corner. The so-called Paquette gold 

showing locates within the granite in the north half 

of lot 12, Concession VI, Bryce Twp. The geophysical 

surveys reportedly produced no prime targets. 

Drilling was recommended for two VLF lineaments (H.G. 

Harper), but there is no record of such tests having 

been implemented;

b) Placer Dome Inc., 1988. Magnetic and VLF surveying 

was conducted over 9 claims, again in the far north 

west corner of Bryce Twp. Also again the underlying 

regime is largely granitic. Fault structures in the
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contact vicinity were recommended for drilling

(L. Racic). No follow-up to this recommendation is

known of.

B. Outside The Claims

c) Petromet Resources, 1981. Geological mapping of a

6-claim group in Bryce Twp. abutting the northwestern 

edge was undertaken. Property centres on granite- 

volcanic contact, and includes the Mearow-McCombe 

showing. Re-sampling of the latter proved gold, 

albeit erratically distributed in a shear. A general 

recommendation is implied in the findings, and while 

positive in thrust (W.E. Brereton), has no recorded 

sequel;

d) Kapalua Gold Mines, 1985. A programme of limited 

IP/resistivity multispacing traversing was carried 

out in follow-up of recommendations derived from a 

prior magnetic and VLF coverage of a 35-claim group 

south of b) above. The results were considered not 

very promising (J. Roth) and recommendations 

regarding same were lukewarm. The area is underlain
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by mixed volcanics. Notably, it includes the Brisco- 

Bryce deposit 1.2 kms NE from Honeymoon Lake.

e) Morris Claims, 1986. A VLF survey was extended to a 

]6-claim group in Bryce Twp. lying between b) and d) 

above and adjacent to both. The survey sought better 

definition of shears in volcanics which reportedly 

carried gold from past work (Palmer-Vaughan). 

Follow-up geophysics was recommended (T. Obradovich); 

whether it was carried out is not known;

f) McAdam Resources, 1986. A group of 30 claims in 

Bryce Twp. butting against the north boundary, NW 

quadrant, was surveyed magnetically. Underlying 

rocks are mafic volcanics. A follow-up programme was 

recommended {J. Newall), and presumably effected. 

The outcome however is unknown except for g) below;

g) McAdara Resources, 1989. Three drill holes were put 

down on the basis of unspecified evidence in centre 

of above property f). Results not described but 

assumed to have been unencouraging;
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h) Morris-Swanson property 1990. A block of 29 claims 

in Robillard Twp. butting against its south boundary 

was partially surveyed by grid magnetics and VLF. 

Country rocks are primarily mafic volcanics. A 

follow-up programme of geologic checking of 

geophysical feature was recommended (F. Swanson). 

This property is still active evidently.
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PRESENT WORK

A combined mapping and geophysical survey programme has 

been carried out on the central 12 claims of the subject 

property. This is the core of the Gondor-Atkins landholding. An 

additional 16 claims have been added subsequently. Work is 

planned for them but has yet to be launched.

On the core group, magnetic and VLF measurements were 

collected on a grid basis. Geologic mapping was taken as far as 

snow conditions allowed; it is not yet complete. An 

interpretation of the obtained geophysical data in the meantime 

led to the discernment of two prospective localities, one rated 

higher than the other (J. B. Boniwell, ]990). A recommendation 

that the two localities be cross-sectioned by IP/resistivity 

multi-spacing traversing was afterwards implemented. The 

results, presented herein, clearly reject one locality, the lower 

rated, while just as clearly accepting, thereby enhancing, the 

other. In this latter case, two quite strong and undoubted 

polarization anomalies have been recorded, both with accompanying 

resistivities which are source neutral.
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DISCUSSION

This is very much the kind of outcome sought. On the 

above evidence, this second locality is mineralized with sulphide 

pods and disseminations, and significantly not with anything 

else. Massive sulphides in bedded occurrences or well developed 

graphite in shears and intraformational horizons have evidently 

been excluded by the lack of correlating zones of finite 

resistivity low. The polarization highs on the other hand are 

not associated with any inordinate resistivity increases, a 

circumstance which if extant would exaggerate the inherent 

chargeabiItiies of the country rocks. These IP anomalies are 

thus true anomalies. For them, the sulphide presence which 

normally works towards lowering resistivities locally is here 

potentially offset by a silicification which tends to raise them. 

Moreover, the recorded anomaly, both in chargeability and 

resistivity, varies rapidly from line to line. This is more 

appropriate to an irregular sulphide distribution in an altered 

host rock than to a layered mineralization seated in bedded 

conformity.

Again, it is to be noted that practically the whole 

section from 500E to 950E on line 400S is in effect anomalous in
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chargeability, that is to say polarization in background has 

become elevated. Normal background for crystalline rocks in the 

environment averages 3-5 msecs, as seen on line 900S; on line 

400S this has risen to 3 times that level. Anomalous peaks 

appear on top of that. Up to seven peaks have in fact been 

recognized, some much stronger than others; all however are 

potentially significant from the point of view of gold. 

Mineralization almost appears pervasive on this section in 

consequence, as if a mineralized structure has angled across the 

section, or a flooding of mineral-rich fluids into locally 

dilated rocks has taken place preferentially.

The locality itself was first selected on the basis of a 

perceived alteration, viz. a magnetic abatement reflecting a 

hydrothermal depletion of magnetite. The indication by the 

IP/resistivity surveying in this locale that an unusual sulphide 

mineralization also exists makes for a drilling situation. If 

these sulphides should carry gold, either wholly or in part, then 

they warrant a full sampling which only cross-sectional core 

drilling can supply.
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REGIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

The area embraced by the claims lies 5.5 kms north of the 

region's principal prospects in the vicinity of Heather Lake. 

These latter occur in more felsic volcanics in locations about 

equidistant from the Round Lake batholith in the northwest and 

the Britcanna porphyry pluton to the northeast. The pluton, 

which is younger, is touted by several investigators as the 

genetic source of the gold hereabouts. If so, the present 

property is about the same distance removed from the same pluton, 

north instead of southwest. Even so, it remains close to the 

batholith.

Both intrusives connect to the property area by way of 

structure. Faults bearing NNW from one and ESE radial faults 

from the other intersect within the favoured locality. Country 

rocks here are mafic volcanics, more iron-rich typically than the 

Heather Lake counterparts. This is regarded a plus, not a minus.

It is important then that there should appear in the 

government aeromagnetics a distinct low in a domain of high 

environmental response which falls in part over this section of 

the property. This low extends east of the present property

BXGAMBUR 
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boundary. Tt suggests that something is centred here relating to 

intrusion and alteration. The one troubling aspect in this 

particular consideration is that OGS regional mapping has not 

noted anything extraordinary in this locale, despite a fair 

outcrop exposure. On the other hand, sulphides implicated by the 

IP results have not been seen either, although they have been 

described in shears at the MacDonald showing at 100E on the line 

400S section (Moorhouse, 1944).

The MacDonald showing manifestly occurs on an ESE 

structural break emanating from the batholith. It falls within a 

patented claim, and is not part of the present property. While 

meagre in itself, this gold presence is significant in that it 

supports a geothermal fluid incursion through this environment.

Finally, not to be ignored in any regional consideration 

is the Cross Lake Fault to the east. It passes by on its 

northwest bearing within 2.5 kms of the property. These large 

structures are notable in that they have the habit of connecting 

mineral localities of production record at the district scale. 

For instance, the parallel Montreal River Fault 16 kms to the 

west links the Matachewan camp with the Porcupine camp with Kidd 

Creek. The Cross Lake Fault has not, as yet, proven as 

distinguished but a similar potential attaches. It stems from

BXGAMBUR 
INTERNATIONAL 
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the Cobalt camp, and 140 kms further to the northwest, it 

intersects the Destor-Porcupine deformation zone at Nighthawk 

Lake. The Aquarius gold mine occurs in this vicinity. The 

intersection with the Cadillac-Larder Lake break in between is 

buried under younger Huronian sediments. The inference here is 

that there is more to be found along this lineament given the 

necessary concentration of effort and expenditure. The 

Bryce/Robillard environment could well qualify as a major 

discovery area since a substantial structural system parallel to 

the Cadillac break and bearing WSW to the south side of the Round 

Lake batholith can be projected to intersect the Cross Lake Fault 

within its encompass.
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CONCLUSION

A
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section wh
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has been d
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A mineralized locality has been defined in a section 

wherein no gold has been found before. Tt is in consequence a 

section where no prior, precisely focussed exploration has ever 

been brought to bear and acted on. Within, it offers genuinely 

new untested targets in a realm which environmentally favours 

important gold occurrence; in short, it is concluded that what 

has been discovered is a situation of above-average promise.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that:

i) outcrop mapping of the core claims be completed.

Special attention is to be granted that mineralized 

locality projected by geophysics west of Mearow Lake. 

Lithogeochemical sampling of the mapped rocks therein 

is additionally advocated;

ii) diamond drilling be carried out on the line 400S

cross section. This step is considered essential to 

yield a fair and proper sampling of the gold 

potential of the host setting.

Suitable holes would be:

DDH GA-1: Collar at 875E/400S

to be drilled grid E at -450 for 100 m

DDH GA-2: Collar at 775E/400S

to be drilled grid E at -450 for 125 m

EXGAblBUR 
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DDH GA-3: Collar at 650/400S

to be drilled grid E at -45 for 125 in

DDH GA-4: Collar at 550E/400S

oto be drilled grid E at -45 for 125 m

DDH GA-5: Collar at 475E/400S

to be drilled grid E at -45 0 for 100 m

These holes, all shallow, total 575 m (1885 1 )* If 

geologic dips remain consistently to the west throughout, 7 

potential polarization centers will have been tested, and a 

virtual 450 m cross-section of geology synthesized.

These two recommendations, if adopted and effected in 

full should, it is believed, provide that vital measure of 

property worth needed for future exploration decisions.

JBBisb

January 30, 1991

J. B. Boniwell

Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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INTRODUCTION

In October of 1990, Techterrex Inc. carried out 

magnetometer and VLF-EM surveys on behalf of the Gondor/Atkins 

partnership on their claims in Bryce and Robillard Twp. These 

surveys were designed to assist geologic definition of 

prospective localities for gold occurrence in the environment.
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PROPERTY, LOCATION, ACCESS AND GRID

The property lies about 14 kms southeast of the Town of 

Charlton, Ontario, close to the common corner of Bryce, 

Robillard, Tudhope and Truax Townships. It straddles the 

boundary between Bryce Robillard Townships.

It consists of 12 claims as listed below.

961204 

1091940 

1091646' 

1091648'' 

1091650 1 ' 

1135910 ;

1091939 ' 

1091645 "7 

1091647 y 

1091649 17 

1126295 1 '
}

1135909 l

Access to the property is from the town of Charlton per 

highway 560 until the hamlet of Mount Macdonald is reached. From 

there access is continued south on a gravel road for a kilometre 

and a half. Thereafter, a further kilometre walk south is 

required to arrive at the claims.
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The grid consists of a 2.1 km long baseline oriented at 

north 30 0 east. A total of 17.3 kms of picket line has been run 

perpendicular to the baseline. These traverses are separated by 

100 m., and the stations on them by 25 m.
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GEOLOGY

The property lies on the contact between metavolcanics 

and felsic to intermediate intrusives along the exposed southern 

limits of the Abitibi Greenstone Belt. The local geology consists 

of ultramafic metavolcanics, pillowed and massive mafic flows, 

intermediate to felsic pyroclastics. There are several intrusions 

in the region as well as sedimentary rocks.

The government mapping (OGS Map 2501, Hill Lake) 

indicates that the property is underlain by mafic lavas over 

three quarters of its extent. The northeast and west sections 

are dominated by a large tonalite intrusion (Round Lake 

batholith).

The mafics range from unsubdivided to massive to pillowed 

lavas. There are veins of quartz-feldspar (pegmatites) mapped 

within the mafics on the property. The intrusive rocks in the 

northwest corner are mainly tonalite and trondhjemite. Diabase 

dykes occur regionally.

The foliation generally trends northeast-southwest.
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There is a well developed fault running north-northeast through 

Mearow Lake.

A review of other showings in the area indicates that 

gold mineralization is associated with northeast trending 

shearing accompanied by pyritization and carbonatization. Iron- 

rich rocks are noted around the property, largely appearing as 

amphibolites.
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INSTRUMENTATION, METHOD and PRESENTATION

TechTerrex carried out the VLF survey using an EM16 

receiver manufactured by Geonics Ltd. of Toronto, Ontario. 

MSS, Annapolis MD., broadcasting at 21.4 kHz, was employed as the 

transmitting station. The VLF unit measures the in-phase and 

quadrature components of the resultant VLF-EM field in percent to 

 f/- 11 acccuracy. Readings were taken every 25 m on line.

The data are plotted at a scale of 1:5000 with the 

in-phase and quadrature values plotted in stacked profiles at a 

scale of l cm. = 20?;. The results have been Fraser filtered and 

presented in contour form at 21 contour intervals.

The magnetometer survey was carried out with PPM 350 and 

OMNI IV field magnetometers, together with a PPM 375 

self-recording base station magnetometer manufactured by EDA 

Instruments of Toronto, Ontario. These magnetometers measure the 

total magnetic field to an accuracy of -f/- 0.1 nT. The daily 

total field variation correction is made automatically by mating 

the field mag and the base station readings in time. The base 

station itself was located at latitude 47 O 46' 00" N and 

longitude 80 o 7' 30"W.
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Final magnetic data are presented at a scale of 1:5000. 

The profiled data are plotted at a scale of l cm - 5 00 nT, the 

base level fixed at 58,500 nT in the terrestrial field. The 

contoured results are given at 50 nT intervals.

In addition, vertical gradient measurements were taken as 

an adjunct to the magnetic survey. These results are presented 

in both profiles and contours, the contours at 5 nT intervals, 

while the profiles are shown at l cm s 50 nT. All magnetic 

readings were collected at 12.5 m intervals along traverse.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

A. Magnetics

The magnetic variation on the property ranges from less 

than 58,000 nT to greater than 60,000 nT with background 

levelling off from 58,000 to 58,200 nT. The main magnetic trend 

runs about 20 degrees east of north.

The dominant feature in the magnetics is the major (grid) 

north-south trending high running along the baseline from L5S to 

L18S. The feature consists of at least two prominent internal 

ridges. The combined width of the response is 250 m, although a 

third parallel zone is suggested on the west side. It runs from 

US to 18S.

Another zone of higher magnetic response lies on L19S and 

20S between 100E and 300E. While there is a certain lack of data 

in this vicinity, nevertheless the zone could be interpreted as a 

likely continuation of the previous zones which have been 

interrupted by a strong east trending fault. The break is

t EXGAblBUR 
INTERNATIONAL 
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indicated by the low magnetics between the two sections. Taken 

together then, this belt of magnetics remains open to the north 

and south.

What this system of higher magnetic relief is to be 

attributed to however, is not altogether clear. In the north, it 

identifies with mafic volcanics, in the south with a mixture of 

mafic volcanics and tonalite intrusion. Obviously it signifies a 

zone of iron enrichment in the volcanics -- amphibolites are 

mapped locally --, but whether such environment took place before 

the intrusion or came about because of it is not determined. The 

latter however is favoured. As a consequence, the system is 

labelled an iron-rich border zone, suggesting that magnetite has 

been segregated outwards to the edges of the batholith and into 

the wall rocks beyond during the intrusive process.

Notably elsewhere in the area there is not much magnetic 

change. Mafic volcanics prevail through all the eastern parts to 

grid limits.

Aside from the cross-fault already noted, there are at least 

two other similar faults with roughly the same headings in the 

north. Small lateral movements are evident to them.
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B. VLF

Obtained VLF anomaly occurs largely confined to the west 

half of the grid area. This is marked enough to require an 

explanation. While the east half is patently more overburden 

covered, bedrock is not deeply buried on the magnetic evidence. 

Two possibilities arise in consequence: either the overburden 

contains a significant clay component or the bedrock is highly 

silicified, or of course both factors apply. The concept of a 

widespread silicification is however conducive to a gold search 

involving hydrothermal alteration, and thus, it is believed, 

needs more attention here.

To the west, a number of anomaly axes have been resolved, 

usually quite sharply. They represent fault/shear fractures 

lines in bedrock almost exclusively. One lithologic contact has 

been defined between lines respectively. This is the main 

tonalite contact in this quarter. Further south, the contacct 

deteriorates into a mixed zone of interfingered tonalite and 

mafic lavas. Here, fault alignments dominate the data. It is 

not likely that any of the VLF anomaly axes defined by this 

survey denote substantial sulphide mineralization.
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Of the faults propounded by the VLF search, there are 

three manifest sets, one bearing N-S, another roughly E-W, and a 

third NE-SW. The latter is judged to be the youngest, the N-S 

set probably the oldest. Of particular interest is the 

intermediate E-W set which is comparatively well-populated toward 

the area north where the extra members encompass both trenched 

locations. It is probable these faults were activated during the 

intrusion, and thus would have provided ready passage for any 

geothermal fluids flowing out from the intrusive mass. Where 

they intersect other fault lines, the more broken ground 

resulting may have accommodated a wider fluid flooding and more 

chances of mineral settling in places.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

As a result of the completed geophysical surveys herein 

described, and the available mapped geology, it is concluded that 

some potential for gold occurrence exists. Two prospective 

localities are selected to provide a focus for future work.

In these localities, it is recommended that

lithogeochemical sampling be undertaken, together with detailed 

mapping, and that IP/resistivity traversing of the covered 

sections be implemented to detect sulphide disseminations of note 

not previously revealed or known about. Should the latter work 

produce anomaly and the setting is substantiated as worthy by 

geology and geochemistry, then a programme of test drilling of 

such IP response is advocated.

JBB:sb

December 17, 1990

J. B. Boniwell

Exploration Geophysical Consultant
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Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Geophyslcal-Geologlcal-Geochemlcal 
Technical Data Statement

Ontario File.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survcy(s) Magnp.tnmp.hp.r, VT.F-F.M

Township or Area Robillarri Twp. 

Claim Holder(s) Mr. Leslie Gondor

Survey Company TechTerr^x Inn. 

Author of Report. 

Address of Author.

John B. RonJwpll, 10 Hnrrmt^rin Rt- 
Mississauga, Ontario L5G 3G7

Covering Dates of Survey 22-09-90 to IR-] 0-90
(linecutting to office)

Total Miles of Line Cut. 29 km

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
iinr cutting) for first 
survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical
—Electromagnetic—4H
—Magnetometer___2H
—Radiometric————
—Other———————

DAYS 
per claim

Geological.
Geochemiqal

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credit* do not 4*ply to airborne turveyt)

Magnetometer .Electromagnetic.
{enter day* per claim) y'

. Dec. 19, J99(kir.NATiiRF..
Author of Report or Agent

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.
Previous Surveys

File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(prefix) (number)

..L2.6.1Q.2.4.

J.0.9.16.5S........................

1s
i•o
1C

TOTAL CLAIMS.

sar (85ft f)
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m H Accuracy - Scale constant sensitivity InT, accuracy 3nT________________
l N Diurnal correction method self recording base station, sample rate: 15 sec.

^1 Base Station check-in interval (hours).

l

more than one survey, dpcciiy daia for each type of survey

of Station? Mac* 1 Q 72, vlf 428________Number of Readings Mag 1072, vlf 428 

Station interval____Mag 12.5m, vlf 25m_______Line spacing. 
Profile scale______Mag. SOnt/cm, vlf 20%/cm__^______ 

Contour interval Mag. 50nT, vlf 2%_______________

Instrument_____EDA Instruments, PPM-375, Omni IV
y

Base Station location and value Latitude 47 46', Longitude 80 o? ' 30"
58,OOOnT

q Tn.trnn.rnt GeonJCS EM-16

l
l

l 

l

l 

l 

l

Coil configuration 
Coil separation

i / ~\ Q,

Accuracy ________L———L.
H Method: Q Fixed transmitter D Shoot back D In line d Parallel line 
w Frequency_____NSS, Anapolis, Maryland, 21.4kHz_______________________
^: M (specify V.L.F. *Ution)

™~t""-H incase and quadrature component___________________

Instrument.

Scale constant.
^-

H Corrections made.

L".' Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument ____________________________________________— 
Method D Time Domain d Frequency Domain 

Parameters - On time _________________________ Frequency —————
— Off time ____________________________ Range —————^-.
— Delay time __________________________

l ~; — Integration time. 

™ t'~. Power —-____________

l 

I

Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing. 
Type of electrode .
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Ministry of
Northern Development
and Mines

Ontario

Geopnyslcal-Geblogical-Geochemlcal 
Technical Data Statement

File.,.

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REPEATED IN REPORT

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey(s). 
Township or Area. 
Claim Holder(s)^

Magnetometer, VLF-EM

Bryce Twp.

Mr. Leslie Condor

Author of Report John B. Boniwell
Address of Author 1 0 Hurontario St., Mississauga,

. *)O — nQ4-r-\To _ T r\ _ Q^^IiL.cljriO Jjjo *5Cj/ 
Covering Dates of Survey. ~~ ~~in on -lU-bJQ-—

(linccutting to office)

Total Miles of Line Cut. 5 km

I Survey Company TechTerrex Inc., 

. * f. .-w .T/-* V\ vi TD TD f-^ vi 4 * -. *-^ l ~\

l 
l 
l
l
l 
l 
l
l

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 
line cutting) for first 
survey.
ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
same grid.

Geophysical 
—Electromagnetic.

DAYS 
per claim

40

—Radiometric
-Other————
Geological ^— 
Geochemical^.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credit* do not/6ply to airborne furveyi)

Magnetometer. .Electromagnetic.
(enter days per claim)

DATE:. Dec. 19, 199gIGNATURE•._
Author of Report or Agent

Res. Geol.. .Qualifications.

Previous Surveys 
File No. Type Date Claim Holder

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(prefix) (number)

.....U05.19.40.........................................

.....L113.59.0.9....................................

.....UiasSJ-Q.....................:................

v

l

TOTAL CLAIMS-

B37 (BS/12.)
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GROUND SURVEYS - it more than one survey, specify data for each type of survey

of g-n™- Mag 3 84 rdg-' vlf 1 92 rdg- "-™ ̂  of Readings Mag 384, vlf 192
Station {n*^.i Mag 12.5m, vlf 25m ________ Line spacing 100m
Profile — i* Mag- SOnT/cm, vlf 20%/cm

Contour interval Ma^ 5 0 "T ' vlf

Instrument EDA Tnst- rnmpnt-.q PPM-375, Omni TV
C .
H Accuracy — Scale constant spns-i t-i-vi f-y InT, anrmrany "3nT _____^_________^_
^ -. , . , j self recording base station, sample rate: 15 sec.•.-3 Diurnal correction method ______________ i _________________ i ̂ ^——-^.^^.^—.-...—-^.

H Base Station check-in interval (hours)——-N/^ ̂ ^^——————————-—^-——-———^-————.—————.
Base Station location and value ^ Latitude 47 46', Longitude 80 07' 30" 

___________________58,OOOnT__________________________

ECTROMAGNETK Coil configuration . N/A
Coil separation — - .

Accuracy, -t-'/- 1?- . ...- . . -. -. .... . ... , ..-.. .. .—. - ........ .—. . ,

Method: R~l Fixed transmitter d Shoot back D In line 
Freaifprv NSS, AnapnliK, Maryland, 21.4kH7.

d Parallel line

(specify V.L.F. station) 
W|

Parameters measured___in-phasp. and qiiadrattire. nompnnentR

Instrument.

Scale constant.

Corrections made.

cd!
C! Base station value and location

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument ——————————————————————————————————————————-— 
Method d Time Domain d Frequency Domain 

Parameters - On time __________________________ Frequency ^^^^.

— Off time __________________________ Range ——.—.—.—.5; H
— Delay time.

l 
fi 
l

— Integration time. 

Power ^,——————————
Electrode array — 
Electrode spacing . 
Type of electrode
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INSTRUMENTS^

SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS
EDA Instruments Inc. PPM~375 F ield

Magnetometer 
EDA Instruments Inc. PPM~350 Base

Station Magnetometer

BASE STATION VALUE 

SURVEY DATE:

58,000 nT 

OCT. 1990

AREA SURVEYED BY' 
TECHTERREX INC-
HISSISSAUGA. ONTARIO

DATA PROCESSED BY- 
TESLA-!O CANADA LTD

MISSISSAUGA. O NTARIO 

JOB NO- ' TC1 l 41

GONDOR/ATKINS PARTNERSHIP

GROUND MAGNETIC SURVEY

TOTAL FIELD MAGNETIC CONTOURS 
GONDOR/ATKINS CLAIMS

ROBILLARD A, BRYCE 
TOWNSHIPS. ONTARIO
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SURVEY SPECIFICATIONS

TRANSMITTER STATION: NSS, ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND, 2l-4kHz

SURVEY DATE' OCT. 1990

AREA SURVEYED BY: 
TECHTERREX INC.
MISS1SSAUGA. ONTARIO

DATA PROCESSED BY' 
TESLA-10 CANADA LTD

MISSISSAUGA, ONTARIO

JOB NO-i TC1141

GONDOR/ATKINS PARTNERSHIP

GROUND VLF SURVEY

IN PHASE

FRASER FILTERED VLF EM CONTOURS 
GONDOR/ATKINS CLAIMS

ROBILLARD i BRYCE 
TOWNSHIPS, ONTARIO
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